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Abstract
We present a method to compute surface expansion rates
from sequences of range data. Towards this end the 3D velocity field (range flow) is extracted first and then used in a
second step to estimate the local area expansion. A detailed
performance analysis is presented and the method is applied
on two real examples.

1

Constraint Equations

Note that a range sensor produces one data set for each of
X,Y and Z on its grid (X = X(x, y, t) etc.). Here sensor
coordinates are denoted by (x,y). The three components of
the range flow field are the total derivatives of the world coordinates with respect to time (U = dX
dt etc.). This can be
expressed in the following equations:
U
V
W

Introduction

We denote the instantaneous velocity field that describes
the motion of a deformable surface as range flow. The
term range flow is used as we derive this velocity field
from sequences of range data sets. Together with the 3D
structure the range flow field can be used to study the dynamic changes of such surfaces. One interesting question is
whether the surface area changes during the motion. This
can for example be used to study growth processes in biological systems such as leaves or skin.
The same displacement vector field has also been called
scene flow when computed directly from stereo image sequences [14, 16, 3]. We present range flow estimation in
a differential framework that is related to optical flow algorithms [8, 1, 9, 10, 11]. Other approaches that use deformable models have been reported before [12, 15].
Paper organisation: In Sect. 2 we review the concept
of range flow estimation. Then we define a formula for local expansion rates in Sect. 3, an error analysis by means of
error propagation is presented in Sect. 3.1. Experiments are
reported in Sect. 4, where we first conduct a detailed performance analysis on synthetic test data (Sect. 4.1). Finally we
apply our technique on two real examples in Sect. 4.2.

2

2.1

Range Flow

The concept of range flow estimation is briefly reviewed in
the following. For a more detailed description we refer to
[9, 10, 1].

= ∂x X ẋ + ∂y X ẏ + ∂t X ,
= ∂x Y ẋ + ∂y Y ẏ + ∂t Y ,
= ∂x Z ẋ + ∂y Z ẏ + ∂t Z .

(1)
(2)
(3)

The total time derivative is indicated by a dot. As we are not
interested in the rates of change on the sensor coordinate
frame we eliminate ẋ and ẏ to obtain the range flow motion
constraint expressed in sensor coordinates:
∂(X, Z)
∂(Y, X)
∂(X, Y, Z)
∂(Z, Y )
U+
V+
W+
=0,
∂(x, y)
∂(x, y)
∂(x, y)
∂(x, y, t)
(4)
)
where ∂(Z,Y
is
the
Jacobian
of
Z,Y
with
respect
to
x,y.
No∂(x,y)
tice that the Jacobians are readily computed from the derivatives of X,Y,Z in the sensor frame obtained by convolving
the data sets with derivative kernels. In the following special derivative kernels optimised for directional invariance
are used [7]:
∂x

= (0.084, 0.332, 0, −0.332, −0.084)x
∗ (0.023, 0.242, 0.470, 0.242, 0.023)y
∗ (0.023, 0.242, 0.470, 0.242, 0.023)t .

(5)

The other derivatives are computed in the same manner. In
practice many sensors have aligned world and sensor coordinate systems which implies ∂y X = ∂x Y = 0. Yet Eq.
(4) poses the general constraint independent of a particular
sensor.
The usage of intensity data in addition to the range data
can improve both the accuracy and density of the estimated
range flow significantly [9]. We assume that the intensity

does not change with moderate depth changes. Thus, like for
optical flow, we attribute all changes in intensity to motion.
This yields another constraint equation:
0 = ∂x I ẋ + ∂y I ẏ + ∂t I .

(6)

Combined with (1) and (2) we obtain an additional constraint on U and V:
∂(I, Y )
∂(X, I)
∂(X, Y, I)
U+
V +
=0.
∂(x, y)
∂(x, y)
∂(x, y, t)
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(7)

TLS Solution

Equation (4) poses only one constraint in the three unknowns U,V,W. This manifestation of the aperture problem
has been examined in more detail before [8]. In order to get
an estimate we pool the constraints in a local neighbourhood
and assume the flow to be constant within this area.
As all data terms in Eq. (4) are bound to contain errors it
is reasonable to use total least squares estimation as opposed
to standard least squares [13]. To do so we rewrite Eq. (4)
as d~T p~ = 0 with a data vector d~ given by the Jacobians. In
order to avoid the trivial solution we require that |~
p| = 1. It
is straightforward to show that the solution is given by the
eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the
so called structure tensor [8]:
Jij = B ∗ (di · dj ) ,

i, j = 1 . . . 4 .

2.3

(9)

The smallest eigenvalue gives the residual of the attempted
fit. This can be used to define a confidence measure based
on a threshold τ [10]:
(
0
if λ4 > τ
2

.
(10)
ω=
τ −λ4
else
τ +λ4
It is quite possible that the neighbourhood does not contain
enough information to compute a full flow estimate. This
can be somewhat amended by using the intensity data as
well.
T
The intensity constraint (7) can also be written as d~0 p~ =
0, where we simply set d03 = 0. This results in another
structure tensor J 0 constructed following Eq. (8). The sum
of the two tensors yields a combined tensor from which the
solution is then found by the analysis described above [9].

Regularisation

Even the use of the additional intensity data does not guarantee a full flow estimate everywhere. There are regions
where the aperture problem prevails, sometimes the estimation fails and occasionally there is not enough variation in
the data for a sensible flow calculation. We have previously
presented a regularisation scheme that allows to close these
remaining holes while taking the information from the TLS
estimation into account [10].
We seek to estimate a dense and smooth flow field ~v =
[U V W ]T . To ensure smoothness we use a simply membrane model in this case, i.e. we require the first order
changes of the flow field to be small. In places where flow
estimations from the above TLS algorithm exist we denote
them f~. The regularisation is then found as the solution of
the following minimisation problem:
)
Z ( 
3
2
X
2
ω P ~v − f~ + α
(∇vi ) d~r → min . (11)

(8)

The local integration is computed here via convolution with
an averaging mask B, typically a Binomial. From the thus
estimated parameter vector we can recover the range flow as
(here p~ is the eigenvector to the smallest eigenvalue):
1
f~ = (U V W )T = (p1 p2 p3 )T .
p4

In order to ensure no a priori bias between intensity and
depth we also require that the two data channels have been
scaled such that their values are in the same order of magnitude. This can be done by subtracting the mean and adjusting the data to have the same variance. Additionally we can
use a weight factor on the intensity tensor J 0 to account for
different signal to noise ratios.

A

i=1

Where ω, given by equation (10), captures the confidence
of the TLS solution. At locations where no solution has
been computed obviously no such data term exists. This is
readily accounted for by setting the confidence values ω to
zero. We use a projection matrix P which projects onto the
subspace that was determined by our TLS algorithm. The
overall smoothness can be regulated by the positive nonzero constant α. The minimum of (11) is achieved when
the Euler-Lagrange equations are satisfied. The solution is
readily obtained using an iterative update [10].

3

Surface Expansion

Let the considered surface ~s be given by a set of range data
parameterised in sensor coordinates x and y:
~s = ~s(x, y) = [X(x, y) Y (x, y) Z(x, y)]T .

(12)

We want to compute the local surface area and its change
caused by a movement. The area near a surface point can
be described by the area of the triangle created by moving a
small distance h along the two parameter directions (Fig. 1):
a=

1
[~s(x+h, y)−~s(x, y)]×[~s(x, y+h)−~s(x, y)] . (13)
2

3.1

z
f(x,y)
s(x,y)

f(x,y+h)
f(x+h,y)

s(x,y+h)

s(x+h,y)

y

Error Analysis

The error in the expansion estimation caused by noise in the
range data and range flow is estimated next. An experimental accuracy analysis using synthetic data sequences will be
given in Sect. 4.1.
First recall that the error in the derivative is simply given
by the error in the data multiplied by a factor γ depending on
the used derivative kernel. For example for the derivatives
in the depth map we obtain:
v
u n
uX
σ∂x Z = σ∂y Z = γ σZ with γ = t
αi2 ,
(18)
i=1

x
Figure 1: Computing the local surface area and its change caused
by a non-uniform velocity.

Using the displacement vector field f~ this area is transformed into (each point of the above triangle is moving):
a0

i
1 h
~s(x + h, y) + f~(x + h, y) − (~s(x, y) + f~(x, y))
2
h
i
~s(x, y + h) + f~(x, y + h) − (~s(x, y) + f~(x, y)) .(14)

=
×

The relative change in the local surface area is given by the
quotient of a0 and a. Taking the limit h → 0 we obtain:
da =

1 0
a
lim h1
h→0
ha

|∂x (~s + f~) × ∂y (~s + f~)|
=
.
|∂x~s × ∂y ~s|

σe

×

Z
|∂x~s(x, y) × ∂y ~s(x, y)| dxdy .

(16)

We are now ready to define the relative expansion rate as:
e = (da − 1) · 100 % =

=

(15)

We can think of a = |∂x~s ×∂y ~s| as a local area element. The
entire surface area of a regular surface can then be defined
as the integral over these area elements [4]:
A=

where the αi are the filter coefficients used. The 2D version
of the optimised filters (5) result in a factor γ = 0.28. First
the error in the local area element a is discussed.
In order to simplify the mathematics we make a few assumptions which are quite realistic for common range sensors. Because the lateral accuracy is typically about one order of magnitude higher than that in the depth only the noise
in Z is considered [2]. We further assume no dependency of
X on y and Y on x (Xy = Yx = 0), this implies aligned
sensor and world coordinate systems which is usually true
to a good approximation. Let the coordinate system be oriented such that Zy = 0 and assume the change in X and Y
to be equal (square pixels): Xx = Yy = ∆XY .
To clarify the influence of the various variables they are
first treated separately. If the only change in the velocity
field is in the X-component U in direction x (Ux 6= 0) then
the error in the estimated expansion rate becomes:

a0 − a
100 % .
a

(17)

This quantity can be computed from derivatives, obtained
via convolution, of both the range data and range flow arrays. Both range flow and range data should be on the same
scale, thus the same smoothing procedure is used on both
data sets.

γ σZ
(19)
3
∆2XY (1 + k 2 ) 2
k Ux (Ux + 2∆XY )
p
100 [%] .
2
Ux + 2 Ux ∆XY + (1 + k 2 )∆2XY

x
Here we used the slope k = ∆ZXY
to express the error. Similar formulas are obtained for the other variables. Under the
above assumptions a change of V in y does not result in an
estimation error because there is no change in depth along
the Y -direction. The error in the expansion rate as a function
of the velocity gradient and the slope is shown in (Fig. 2),
where ∆XY = 0.185 mm/pixel and σZ = 0.1 mm are
used. The error depending on the horizontal velocity components increases with the surface slope and the velocity
gradient (Fig. 2 a), the curves for Uy and Vx are very similar. For high slopes (k > 0.5) the standard deviation in the
estimated expansion can be in the range of 5%. However,
here and in the following one should bear in mind that the
velocity gradients are seldom above 0.05. On a flat surface
such a gradient corresponds to an expansion rate of 5%.
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A change in the vertical velocity component W yields
an increasing error in the expansion rate even for a vanishing slope (Fig. 2 b). If we assume that there is no additional
constant velocity a gradient in the vertical velocity corresponds to a rotation of the surface. Thus we conclude that a
fast tilt of the observed surface can severely deteriorate the
computed expansion rate. For an increasing slope in x the
effect of the increasing vertical velocity is reduced (Fig. 2 b).
As has to be expected the surface slope in x-direction has little influence on the expansion error caused by a change of
W in y-direction.
The above considerations assumed that the error in the
depth dominates the error in the expansion estimate. For
high surface slopes this is true but for less inclined surfaces
and small velocity gradients the error in the range flow field
is an important factor. Assuming the same error σf in all
three velocity components the error in the estimated expansion rate is directly proportional to the error in the range flow
σa = b σf with a factor b that depends on both the velocity
gradient and the surface slope.
Varying only one velocity gradient component and the
surface slope at a time results in relatively flat curves for
this factor (Fig. 3). There is the general trend that higher
velocity gradients result in higher expansion errors and that
an increasing slope reduces the error. Only for the change
of the vertical velocity component in direction of the surface
orientation Wx (Fig. 3 c) we find a slight increase with the
slope for higher velocity gradients. Overall the deviation in
the estimated expansion, caused by the error in the velocity
alone, is given by about 2 times the deviation in the velocity
itself. An error of σf = 0.01 mm/h in the velocity leads to
a standard deviation in the expansion of 2%/h.
Such a high variation is caused by the fact that expansion is in fact a second order process. The absolute error
in a derivative is about one third that in the data. But as the
derivative values are at least a factor 10 smaller than the data
values this increases the relative error by a factor 3.
Finally the combined error caused from both uncertain
depth and uncertain velocities is examined qualitatively. As
the error propagation formulas become very lengthy they are

 
 
 

 

 




Figure 2: Error in the estimated area change in dependence of the
velocity gradient and the depth slope.
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Figure 3: Factor relating the error in the range flow estimation to
the error in the expansion rate, depending on a velocity gradient
and the surface slope (Vx = Vy = 0). a Ux , b Uy , c Wx and d
Wy .

omitted here. The expansion error for two example velocity
errors σf = 0.01 and σf = 0.02 (Fig. 4) show that for
higher velocity noise levels the error is dominated by the
velocity uncertainty. In this regime the expansion estimation
is not very accurate and only the integration over a large
area can reduce the error. For lower noise in the velocity the
error is dominated by the velocity for small slopes and small
velocity gradients. But for high velocity and depth gradients
the error in the depth dominates the expansion estimation.
Thus it becomes unreliable for higher slopes.

3.2

Reducing the Error by Averaging

For real range data the relative error remains below 1%
only as long as the movement does not exceed a speed of
0.5 mm/f rame on structured light data. At a sampling rate
of 3 minutes this implies an absolute error in the velocity
less than σf = 0.01 mm/h. The resulting maximal uncertainty in the expansion estimate thus becomes σe = 2%/h.
If we want to reduce this error we need to compute the expansion on a coarser spatial scale than the velocity itself.
Under the assumption that the expansion rate does not
change rapidly averaging will reduce the statistical error.
Such an averaging can be done very efficiently using a Gaussian pyramid [6]. Here the Pyramid is realised by applying
a 5-tap Binomial pre-filter then sub-sampling and finally applying a 3-tap Binomial post-filter [5]. The resulting effec1
tive 1D mask is given by: 64
(1, 4, 8, 12, 14, 12, 8, 4, 1).
This filter is applied first in x and then in y-direction yielding an overall noise suppression factor γ = 0.158. Each
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Figure 4: Relative error in the estimated surface expansion in dependence of the depth slope k and the velocity gradient (Ux , Wx
and Wy ) for two velocity noise levels: σf = 0.01 (a ,b ,c ) and
σf = 0.01 (d ,e ,f ). The error in the depth data is assumed to be
σZ = 0.1.

level of the pyramid reduces the noise by this factor. On the
second level the uncertainty in the expansion estimate thus
reduces to σe = 0.025 · 2%/h = 0.05%/h which is quite
acceptable.

Figure 5: Synthetic sphere: a texture mapped range data, b intensity data and c depth (Z).

300 mm and typically an angle between the surface normal
and the Z-axis of ϑ = 5◦ . In this case a sinusoidal plaid
pattern is used as intensity. The second type of synthetic
data used consists of a sphere with a radius of 300 mm with
its centre initially placed 700 mm away from the camera.
Here we apply an intensity texture to each surface element
based on the spherical angles I = I(θ, φ):
(

4

Experiments

This section presents results of the proposed expansion estimation framework. First a detailed performance analysis is
done using synthetic data, then we present some results on
real data in Sect. 4.2.

4.1

Synthetic Data

To investigate the performance on realistic test data we
model a sensor using perspective projection, which corresponds to all sensors that employ a standard camera. Here
we use a focal length of f = 12 mm, a pixel size of
7.4 × 7.4 µm2 and 256 × 256 sensor elements. For testing a planar target as well as a sphere are used.
For the synthetic plane we choose a viewing distance of

if θ < 0.5◦
.
100 +
else
(20)
An example of the thus created data is given in Fig. 5. Note
that in order to obtain the correct range flow at each sensor location the velocity has to be projected into the sensor
frame if a non-rigid motion is used.
For the expansion estimation both range flow and range
data are required to be available on the same scale. Thus
we also smooth the range data using the membrane model
(α = 10) described in Sect. 2.3. Note that the smoothing
is only done for the expansion rate estimation and not for
the range flow computation. This is because on real data
such a regularisation step would reduce much of the needed
variation in the data.
In the following we will examine the performance for
three typical noise situations:

I=

100
+ 50 sin( 2πφ
30◦ )

50 sin( 2πθ
1◦ )

a

a

relative growth error [%]

estimated growth [%/frame]
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0.1
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no data regularisation
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0.01
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0.18
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0
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Figure 6: Expansion rate estimation: a estimated versus correct
expansion rate on the expanding sphere and b relative error in the
expansion rate for increasing correct expansion on the sphere and
plane data.

name
N1
N2
N3

σ X = σY
0.005
0.01
0.02

σZ
0.05
0.1
0.2

σI
0.5
1.0
2.0

Independent normally distributed noise with these standard
deviations is added to the X, Y, Z, I data arrays.
The mean computed expansion rate and its standard deviation as a function of an increasing correct expansion rate
on the sphere data are shown in Fig. 6 a. On average the expansion rate is computed accurately from 0.01 %/f rame up
to 1 %/f rame, for even higher expansion rates the estimation quickly fails completely. However, there is a substantial
spread in the result. This implies that a lot of averaging is
needed in this case to achieve reliable results. The variance
in the computed expansion increases with the noise level and

200

sphere radius [mm]

growth rate [%/frame]

Figure 7: Error in the estimated expansion rate: a depending on
the orientation of the plane ϑ and b on the initial radius of the
expanding sphere.

we find a rather big difference between N1 and N3. Note
that the effect of the noise is already reduced by the regularisation of the data, without it we find an even higher variance
in the computed expansion rate (Fig. 6 a).
To quantify the accuracy of the calculated expansion rate
we report the mean relative error. Let the correct expansion
be given by ec and the estimated rate by ee , then the relative
expansion error becomes:
Er =

| (|ec | − |ee |) |
· 100 [%] .
|ec |

(21)

The resulting mean relative error in dependence of the correct expansion rate is shown in Fig. 6 b. First we note that
the error increases with the noise level as has to be expected.
There is only a minor increase of the mean error for higher
expansion rates. The error is somewhat smaller on the planar
data than it is on the sphere. Yet in both cases the estimated

expansion rate [%/f rame]
0.025
0.1
0.25

The error for these expansion rates on the plane in dependence of the vertical angle ϑ is given in Fig. 7 a. There is a
small increase in the error for larger angles but the error is
very small even then. On the sphere we explore whether the
radius and thus the curvature has an effect on the expansion
estimation. The relative error as a function of the radius is
given in Fig. 7 b. No dependency on the radius can be observed. Also note that in both cases the value of the correct
expansion rate has no effect on the achieved accuracy, in
the considered cases. Thus we will only look at a rate of
0.1 %/f rame (G2) in the following.
Next we analyse the influence of an additional movement
on the accuracy of the estimated expansion rate. The error in
the expansion depending on an extra translation in the X- or
Z-direction is shown in Fig. 8 a for the plane at ϑ = 5◦ and
the sphere with radius r = 300 mm. For both data sets we
find better results for a motion along the Z-axis (W ). This
is obviously caused by the more accurate velocity estimation for such movements. In the same way as the velocity
estimation fails for movements above 1 mm/f rame in Xdirection does the expansion estimation become unreliable.
This failure is caused by aliasing and of course dependent
on the sensor and scene geometry.
On the synthetic plane data we can investigate whether
the determined expansion rate is influenced by a rotational
movement. Figure 8 b gives the error in the computed expansion rate when there is an additional change in either ϑ
or φ. A rotation around the Z-axis, i.e. a change in φ, has
no effect for rotations of up to 10◦ /f rame. This is not the
case for a rotation increasing the angle ϑ between Z-axis
and surface normal. Here we find that a change by more
than 1◦ /f rame leads to a large error in the expansion rate.

4.2

Real Data

Figure 9 shows two real examples and the thus computed
expansion maps. The first example consists of a sequence
of a yeast dough taken with a Biris range sensor at a sampling rate of one minute. One example depth map is given
in Fig. 9 a. The computed range flow field (Fig. 9 b and c)
shows a diverging X, Y velocity and a movement in Z that
is higher on top of the object. This range flow is part of the

100

relative growth error [%]

name
G1
G2
G3

a

10

sphere: U
sphere: W
plane: U
plane: W

1

0.1

0.01
0.01

0.1

1

U,W [mm/frame]
b
100

relative growth error [%]

expansion rate agrees very well with the correct rate.
In the following we examine the influence of additional
movements on the estimated expansion rate. This will be
done on the realistic noise regime N2. Furthermore we only
investigate a few exemplary expansion (growth) rates:

ϑ
ϕ

10

1

0.1

0.01
0.01

0.1

1

∆ϑ,∆ϕ [degrees/frame]

10

Figure 8: Error in the estimated expansion rate of 0.1 %/f rame
depending on additional movement: a translation in X- or Zdirection and b rotation (φ) and tilt (ϑ) of the plane.

3D diverging velocity caused by an increase in volume. On
most parts of the dough we find an areal expansion around
20%/h (Fig. 9 d). There are some places showing an even
higher expansion mainly at locations with a steep depth gradient. Even though the expansion might vary in the observed
manner the extracted expansion rate is probably not as reliable at these locations, see Sect. 3.1.
For the second example an air balloon is measured using a structured light system, see Fig. 9 e for an example
depth map. During the observation time the air slowly vanishes and the balloon shrinks, scans are taken at one minute
sampling intervals. This results in a velocity field with negative divergence in X, Y and an overall downward movement (Fig. 9 f and g). The expansion map (Fig. 9 h) shows
a shrinkage of about −3%/h. Again the expansion map is
more noisy in regions with a steeper depth, as noted above.

b

a
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c

d
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f
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h

Figure 9: Example expansion map on real sequences. An expanding yeast dough: a depth data, b XY-components of the range flow,
c XZ-components of the range flow field and d expansion map in
the range of [0, 40]%/h. A shrinking air balloon: e depth data,
f XY-components of the range flow, g XZ-components of the range
flow field and h expansion map in the range of [−6, 0]%/h.
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Conclusion

A method to compute local surface expansion rates on deformable surfaces has been presented. Towards this end we
reviewed range flow estimation and presented an algorithm
to compute the expansion rate from the thus available dense
velocity field. A detailed error analysis by means of both
error propagation and tests on synthetic data has been presented. We also should that the method has been successfully applied on real data.
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